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Шахбаэян Б.А. н др. Е1 " И 877 

Обнаружение резонапсов в мультнбарконных системах. 
Честь Ш. Лр -резонансы 

Обнаружен днбарнонкый Лр резонанс с массой 2258 МэВ/с^, шири
ной Г <\5 М э В / с £ (в зависимости от спина ^Лр) н спин-четностью 
J p > О1". Статистическая значимость соответствующего пика определяется 
более чем пятью стандартными отклонениями. Сечение его рождения 
в п1 2С столкновениях при <Р П " > ' = 7,0 ГэВ/с оценивается в<7рг (2256)" 
= (85,3+.20,0) мкбм, тогда как сечение образования в процессах Лр . \р 
равно <7 f(2258) • 5,3(21др*-1) мб. Спектры эффективных масс Лр, иссле
дованные J этом эксперименте, кроме известных уже при-(М**1*)МэВ/с£ 
и 2128 МэБ'с^пнхов, проявляют особенности, включая и пик 2256 МэВ/с 2 , 
при значениях масс большинства резон а псов, предсказываемых моделью 
массачусетского мешка. Обсуждаются возможные механизмы образования 
мупьтнбарнониых реэонансов. Показано, что, согласно правилу отбора по 
гиперзаряду Y < 1 , мультнбарнонные резонансы являются сверхплотными 
сверхстранны ми объектами. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории высоких энергии ОН ЯП. 

Сообщение г Уединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна 1973 
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Shahbaz ian В.А. et al. E l - 1 1 8 7 7 

T h e Discovery оГ R e s o n a n c e s in Multibaryan 
Systems, Pa r t Ш. Лр - R e s o n a n c e s 

Dibaryon Лр r e s o n a n c e of 22f>6 M e V / c 8 mass , I < lf> MeV/c" 
(depending on the spin J\-) width, and J p ^ 0 + spin-parity ass igr la 
ments is d i scovered . T h e statistical significance of the co r respon
ding peak in Лр effective mass spec Ira is defined by more tnan 
five s tandard deviat ions . I ts production effective c r o s ^ sect ion in 
n 1 2 C collisions at <P n> - 7.0 GeV/c is estimated tu b e o (22-36) * 
• (a~).3 ± 20.0) fib, wheroase the formation effective c r o s s sanction in 
Лр -. Лр interactions is a r (22RG) * Г>.3(2Лдр * 1) mb. 

The Лр effective mass spec t ra which have Ъееч investigated 
in this experiment reveal , apar t the well known ~Ш\^^ip) MeV/ci' 
and 2128 M e V / c г peaks , enhar»cemenls including 22.rj6 MeV/c* 
peak near the most of the r e s o n a n c e mass v a l u e s predicted by 
MIT Bag Model. Poss ib le mechanisms of multibaryon r e s o n a n c e 
formation &ce d i s c u s s e d . Accord ing to the hypercharge selection 
rule Y<1 mutttbaryon r e s o n a n c e s a r e shown to be ultra-hiuh densi ty 
supe r s t r ange objects . 

Communicotion of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubno 1978 

©1978 Объединенный шнстштут ядерных ясслвдоваяяЯ Дуба* 



Below we present the recent results of research on the IP "ip effective mass spectra in n С and Л С interactions at 
<*n> 7.0 and 

Presently the total statistics of events with and without 
V°- particles is 6904 and more than 16000, respectively. 

Ap System (Y=1. Ы / 2 . B^2« S= -1) 
The final state with one Л- hyperon, one, two and more 

protons and lighter particles can be formed in a Dumber of va-
12 

rioua interactions of a fast neutron passing through а С nuc
leus (fig.1). The effective mass spectrum of Ир systems from 
reactions n С —•• Л mpX, m = 1,2 is shown in fig.2. Pour en
hancements are seen: a peak near the sum of masses Нл * SL , a 
peak at 2128 MeV/c , an enhancement at 2184 KeV/c , and a peak 
at 2256 MeV/c . Note that the first two peaks are confirmed in 
KT> experiments''2"6'. The peak at 2256 MeV/o2 is confirmed Ln 
the Лр elastic scattering effective cross section '' > ^ . 

By the present time the total combination of experimental 
facts - independence of the positions and widths of the above 
three peaks of the nature and energy of projectile particle and 
of the nucleus mass (light nuclei not heavier than C) suggests 
that they are formed in final state Л р resonance interactions. 
This means that the resonance ehancementa should be paculiar 

the Л р effective cross section and, first of ill, 
Co the Лр elastic scattering effective cross 
It has been already siliovra/1 ̂  • ""' that the /If 
mass spectrum con Ъа satisfactorily described ( I ) using 
the above hynothosiu, С i i. ) considering the target- riuc-

3t LicbLve 
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leuB as a Fermi gas of independent nucleons of the known momen
tum distribution and (iii) making use of the c.m.s. angular dis
tributions and effective cross sections measured in the reactions 
Ap -•> Лр and Лр -»f*p. 

Because of a rather fast decrease of the Лр effective mass 
spectrum, only the (2053.8796 - 2553.8796) MeV/c2 interval was 
ueed for analysis. It corresponds to lambda momenta of FJ = (0. -
- 2.0) GeV/c in the proton rest frame. 

As a model of Л-. hyperons created on quasi-free protons 
at various stages of intranuclear cascade processes, 1322 lamb
das (69 of them come from £'-» Af decays) created on free or 
quasi-free protons were used. The sample of proboas from the 
events constituting the experimental Лр effective mass spectrum 
was served as a model of intranuclear cascade protons. Such a 
sample contains protons created in reactions initiated both by 
hyperons and by any other type of cascade particles. But it sho
uld be noted that in this experiment the momentum spectra of re
coil protonB from the binary processes Лр -» Л р, Ир —*£ p, 
T°N -*. /\p are very similar to the momentum snectra of protons 

1? 1? 
from the reactions n С -» (mp)X, 7Г" С •»• (mp)X, m=1,2,... 
This fact was stated by comparing the recoil proton momentum 
spectra from modelled binary processes and from the measured ine
lastic ones. Thus the chosen sample of protons rather adequately 
represents the model of protons created by primary or any cas
cade particles apart from hyperons. The effective mass spectrum 
of chance combinations of the mentioned 1322 lambdas and protons 
has been accepted as the background ф (м'л ) due to intranuclear 
cascade noninteracting lambdas and protons. We state that ф(ы1,) 
is a model of the largest background of noninteracting lambdas 
and protons in the initial part of the effective mass spectrum. 
First, this is stipulated by the restricted momentum range 
0.150 * P p < 1.000 GeV/c in which the identification of protons 
is feasible in this experiment. Second, though lambdas can be 
identified in a much wider momentum range Р и> 0.150 GeV/c their 
detection efficiency decreases with increasing momentum. Thus 
the maximum of ф (м"^р) is shifted to the threshold UA+ 1L as 
compared to the genuine background of this sort. In the following 
we use this background normalized to one - <f (н'л ). 

Among all hyperon-nucleon reactions which axe in a relative 
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momentum range of Р и = (0.0 - 2.0) GeV/c the binary processes 
proceed with the highest effective cross sections. The thresholds 
of three- and multipartiole processes are situated behind the 
2256 MeV/c peak, s-.i the corresponding effective cross sections 
up to the right bound of the effective mass range remain negli
gibly small as compared to those of binary processes. Their ac
count would not be justified in view of large experimental errors 
in this mass region. We have also neglected the contributions of 
the interference terms in the expression for the Л р elastic 
scattering effective cross section because the ratio of the peak 
widths to the widths of intervals between them is much smaller 
than one. Thus, the Лр elastic scattering effective cross sec
tion is written as: 

Here the first term 

£ « )= — (2) 

accounts for the S~ wave Лр-scattering in low energy range in 
the effective range approximation assuming no dependence of the 
cross section on particle spin, i.e. Л^О^-О. \ 7з"^= Z 

In order to describe the peaks at 2128 and 2256 MeV/c , two 
Breit-Wigner terms /13/in the isolated resonance approximation ̂ 1 4/ 

have been introduced into the /lp elastic scattering channel! 

в ( „ / )_ 4*-а*П*Л,*')м&р4ег£ 

Pl~t {fa'-rti-rttf-WW} 4M'* n r p / p i • o> 

Everywhere indicies 2,3 indicate the resonance values of the cor
responding quantities) F is the momentum in the /Ip rest sys
tem) 1 , J , J are the spins of the resonance and of its 
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decay productss *• is the orbital angular momentum. The approxi
mation £ t:=r^= Гхъ ± s j u s t i f i e d d u e t o в ша11 values of the 
inelastic effective cross sections in narrow regions of the 2128 2 and 2256 MeV/c resonances. The matrix element of the potential 
scattering varies with the relative momentum or the effective 
mass much Blower than the resonance ones do. The potential scat
tering effective cross section Teas assumed to be proportional to 
the Ир phase space volume - l?(M .„): 

Яр RS\)- — 
p is defined from (A-) and R is an average range of the Ap 

interaction force. The probability of detection of intranuclear 
scattering events occurred in the bubble chamber volume the ef
fective masses of which contribute to the Л-р effective mass 
spectrum bin (M. ? , M - p ) at finite mass resolution is expres
sed as 

Неге Ы(К is the normalization factor; 

is the resolution function! A = З.ОО, А = *.25, Д= 6.40 MeV, 
are its standard deviations in the regions of peaks. 

The probability of detection of a /1p elastic scattering 
event in a chamber of restricted dimensions depends not only on 
four-momenta 9^ and S^ but also on a number of statistical 
variables such as coordinates of creation and decay, azimuthal 
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angle of the lambda decay plane, /\p scattering plane,etc., i.e. 

j®%) .. \1(я-%)*- ях-%я 

&*9>' 
(8a) 

j(^,^)iB the number of scatters in a unit Sjur-dimensloml volume 
at the collision of lambda and proton beams of !!P and 3% four-

. , Я = 1 сш J densities in the laboratory 
But the physical meaning could have only probabilities 

1 cm" 

9^ like the effec-

momenta and 71 
system. 
which depend only on four-momenta £% and 
tlve cross sections. Thus the sought J(ftLJiB an integral of 
(8) over all statistical variables in corresponding limits ex
pressed as a function of the effective mass of colliding lambda 
and proton. The integration has been performed using the Monte-
Carlo method. Elastic scattering of each of 1322 lambdas with 
more than 1000 isotropically moving protons of the known momen-12 turn spectrum for the С nucleus has been modelled using the 
known /I p c.m.s, angular distributions '7/ , After corresponding 
Lorentz transforms to the laboratory system, only the events sur
vived satisfying all prescribed kinematical, geometrical and mea-
sunaent criteria. The histogram of survived events of (6a) wei
ghts as a function of the lambda-proton effective mass in 1 MeV/<T 
bins is J(И ' ). The last integrand in (6) is a slowly varying 
function and thereby does not need Gaussian convolution. 

The probability of occurrence and detection in the bubble 
chamber volume of a sequence, the intranuclear Л p —••£ p con
version and JT -»Aj* decay processes as a function ot the final 
state Лр effective mass values, contributing to the (M-l'\M?+f ) 
histogram bin with the finite effective mass resolution taken 
into account, is expressed as 

W=*u f.a Ъ(мгЦЛ"4>№"гЛ«гЩ'™ 
Мр MAP-3uf 



Here f^j. is the normalization factori the product ^ £ij4y)J (Wj>) 
is the probability of occurrence and detection in the chamber vo
lume of a sequence of processes Ир _ ^ J £ C p f Г°—>-ЛТ as a 
function of the M/|p effective mass of the final state proton 
and /I- hyperon. la order to calculate J (м'л ), the angular 

/7/ ^^ ° 
distributions in the c.m.s.'" and in the £_« - rest systems 
have been modelled. The computatirnal procedure for this is ana
logous to that of J (M^j ). 

For the probability of the last considered proce") we have 
«ft, " ^ + 3 ^ 

Mi/ мАг-з&г 

Неге Г̂ .д is the normalization factorj (J( Мл», Д , Hi^ ) is the 
resolution fuctian; the product QQI(MJJ,)J , (Мле) i s t n e 

probability of conversion of £ ° - hyperon to lambda and the de
tection of the final Л p-pair in the chamber. The £ - nyperon 
conversion effective cross section in the necessary energy range 
as well as the corresponding angular distributions ore absent. 
We have used 6 9 £ c - hyperons for modelling. It is known/'15''that 

d6(x'P-*Ap)_ Рл с&СЛр-*?» 
dJu.cms Pz dAc.m.s.. 

where ^ and V— are the Л - and £. - hyperon momenta in the 
reaction c.m.s. It is supposed that 

Pinally, we have 

d&ZA _РЛ dftz. (11) 

for any bind J - .Hyperons interacting with nuclaons. 7 (И л ) 
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is expressed by the histogram versus the Л р effective masses 
of the modelled and detected events of weights 

\ 2 bins. 
The coupling of Ap —*»-/1p and Лр —*- 2Ip channels was not 

considered in this model. 
If the total number of Л р combinations in the effective 

mass spectrum is N 0 t the number of events contributing to the 
(M.** » M-£. ) mass bin is expressed as 

The contribution of the processes conside
red as well as the parameters CL , t, Mo» П i M^, Г} , К were 
computed for the minimum of the functional uniting the data on 
the Лр effective mass spectra and Лр elastic scattering uross 
sections'"15-17Л 

X, „-L. „UP + L- (A6?(pj))t ч ^ 

Here Q=AtB+C+'b\ N " £ , (rtAp) is the content of the column of 
the histogram in the ' (Mi^Mi?) ) bin ; Of is the Lagrange 
multiplier! B^CPI) and в/£(р/) a r e t n e ^P elastic scat
tering effective cross sections at average momenta P/ . The num
ber of bins of the Лр effective mass spectrum from one- and ' 
two-proton events is m=45 whereas the nur.bei of measured cross 
sections is v = 23. Thus the number of decrees of freedom at 12 
unlcnown parameters is n. = 56. In the case of one-proton events 
П = 42. 

We have attempted to extract information on spin and parity 
of resonant states. States of 8=11 l-JA +•/ eie permitted for 
a boson resonance of positive parity whereas states of tmjAf \ 
8= 0,1 for negative parity. M l possible combinations fori =0-3 
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have been investigated. The confidence levels 0fJnus?0jJii9t>0 
hypotheces appeared to be three times higher than forJ^*Jtztt ."^ 
hypothesis. This result for the pealc of higher mass -2256 MeV/c 
turned out to be more critical than for the peak of lower mass-о 2128 MeV/c . This can be a consequence of the following lam the 
spins of badron resonances increase with increasing their masses. 
The determination of the spins and parities of Лр resonances re
duces to the spin-parity analysis for bosons decaying into spin-
1/2 pairs' . The conditions for determining uniquely the spin 
and parity of the Лр - system require the measurement of some 
spin-correlation terms in the full triple angular distribution. 
If the spin projections of Л - hyperons and protons are not 
measured, the spin end parity of the Лр system cannot in general 
be fixed. These conditions could not be fulfilled in this experi
ment. Only the components of the average polarization of lambdas 
presumed to be daughters of the Лр - system along the beam di
rection Pz , normal to the Лр-production plane - fy and nor
mal to both these direction - R have been measured. All three 

/11/ components turned out to be aero within the limits of errors' '. 
The solutions obtained at various fixed values of 7 > 0 and t 
for one - and one - and two-proton events are shown in Table 1. 

As one can see in figs .2 and G, our model reproduces the ex
perimental effective mass spectra quite well. The blackened and 
open circles represent the fitted theoretical histograms. Their 
components due to all processes considered in the model in the 
lower part of fig. 2 are shown. Let us note that the experimental his
tograms in both figures are not corrected for detection efficien
cy. Xt should be noted that the c.nus. angular distributions of 
the Лр -• Л р, Лр -»2?°p binary processes and totai cross sec
tion of the process Лр -*• £"p used in the model suffer from 
large experimental errors. Than a quite natural question arises 
how the final results would change if these angular distributions 
were substantially changed. In order to answer this question, we 
changed the angular distributions taken from article ̂ 7 | / for iso
tropic ones and, using them, coaputed the quantities 2 ( МЛР )» 
.Ijf.CM̂ p ), \/i(*A? ) o n c e m o T a a n d п е и 1 У fitted the expe

rimental data. As is seen in table 3, the new parameters coincide 
with "natural" ones within the limits of errors. This result has 
to be expected by the following two reasons. First, because of 
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Table 1 Solutions at Various Spin-Parity Assignements 

rameters С 

3 P - 1 + • J ' - 1 + 
J 2 1 2 8 " ' • J 2 2 5 6 _ n 1 t 2 i a a = £ - 2 ? 5 6 =0 

Pa rameters С )ne-proton events One - and two-proton 
events 

rameters С 

# £ > = 49.379i 01=0.203 л5е -67 .195 ; CL = 0.146 

a Cf) - 2 . 3 5 + 0.32 -2 .37 + 0 .05 
г ( f ) 4 .79 + 0.15 4.69 + 0.10 

"г (MeV/c 2) 2126.60 + 1 . 6 5 2128.40 + 1.00 
Г 2 (MeV/c 2) 2.32 + 0.57 2.20 + 0.49 
мз (MeV/c 2) 2255.70 + 2.39 2256.40 + 1.33 

r3 
(MeV/c 2) 22.29 + 4.19 15.06 + 2.68 

А ( Ир-Мр) 0.322+ C.009 0.429 +0.016 
В ( л P - f f t ) 0.229+ 0.032 0.223 +0.007 
С ( 2 N - * - * p ) 0.036+ 0.022 0.091 +0.006 
D (backgr . ) 0.416+ 0.085 0.250 +0.012 
R ( f ) 0.59 + 0.04 0 .61 +0.05 

-' 2128 = 1 ' J 2256= 2 ' ^ 
f 

2128= ° ' t2256= 1 > 

%.\2= 47 .067 | CI=0.270; ife =67.240| CL=0.145i 

а - 2.45 + 0 .08 - 2 .31 + 0.08 
г 4 .92 + 0.12 4 .70 + 0.12 
И 2 2127.80 + 2 .32 2129.40 + 0 .61 

Г 2 2 .47 + 0 .55 2 .47 + 0.23 
м з 

г з 
2256.60 + 0.82 

6.25 + 1.55 
2256.50 + 0 .90 

10.77 + 1.20 
А 0.487+ 0.132 0.324+ 0.008 
В 0.268+ 0.035 0.204+ 0.006 
С 0.051+ 0.041 0.076+ 0.006 
D 0.187+ 0.136 0.407+ 0.018 
Е 0.63 + 0.017 0 .60 + 0 .01 
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Table 1 Continued 

Parameters •^2128= 1 ! J 2 2 5 6 = 3 i ^2128= °« £ 2256 = 2 t 

X ^ = 47.056i CL=0.270 t A56 = 66.483; CL = 0.159 

a - 2.45 + 0.08 - 2.39 + 0.07 
г 4 .92 + 0.12 4.79 + 0.15 

"2 2127.80 + 2.32 2129.80 + 1.12 
Г 2 2.47 + 0.55 2.46 + 0.51 

ь 2256.60 • 0.82 2255.70 + 1 . 3 5 

г3 
6.25 + 1.55 6.72++ 0 .90 

А 0.487+ 0.131 0.353+ 0.047 
В 0.268+ 0.035 0.219+ 0.022 
С 0.051+ 0.041 0.0Э7+ 0.023 
D 0.187+ 0.136 0.343+ 0.097 
В 0.63 + 0.02 0.61 + 0.03 

Table 2 Bolutions with IsotroDlc IN 
Anguler Dis tr ibut ions 

c.m.s 

Parameters -'2128- n * J 2 2 5 6 - n ' '2128= • e 2 2 5 6 = °« 
Parameters 

/%2 = 47 .746 | CL=0.226( ^ = 6 5 . 3 5 1 | СЬ=ОИ95 

a - 2 .32 + 0.02 - 2 .43 + 0 .07 
r 4 .95 + 0.03 4.86 + 0 .23 

"2 2126.60 + 0.47 2128.30 + 2 .74 

r2 
2.68 + 0.62 2.28 + 1.00 

"з 2257.00 + 0.87 2256.30 + 2 . 9 4 

r3 
16.75 + 2.25 14.62 + 4.06 

A 0.457 +0.066 0.362+ 0.046 
в 0.129 +0.058 0.167+ 0.040 
0 0.061 +0.014 0.066+ 0.017 
D 0.405 +0.062 0.408+ 0.037 
В 0.62 +0.02 0.62 + 0.05 
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the low detection efficiency of fast lambdas, our bubble chamber 
selects from two different, isotropic and measured distributions 
in the YN cm. s. and createB in the laboratory system two samples 
only slightly different in momentum and angular distributions. 
This must lead to small differences in J (U/t p), Д и ^ М ^Р^ 
and T. CM'/I D) for two kinds of c.m.s angular distributions. Se
cond, the Gaussian convolutions and integrations over the histo
gram bins performed in formulae (6), (9), (10) smooth over the 
differences still more. Thus, the differences between the results 
of two fits wear off when comparing the Tables 1 and 2. 

In order to Investigate the necessity of accounting for the 
processes considered, a simultaneous ( олр + М д )- fit, just as 
in formula (1*) but with "turned off" various processes, has been 
performed. The results are presented in Table 3 in which one can 
see that "±e model not accounting for the background from nonin-
teracting lambdas and protons and the model without the second 
peak (2128 MeV/c ) are the most significant. Their absence (se
parately) may be compensated by an increase of contributions of 
other processes of acceptable %n and CL. It should be stressed 
that only the significance of the model in total and by no means 
the significance of separate peaks is tested by the last procedu
re of "cutting off" various processes considered in the complete 
model. 

Table 3 Significance of Various Models ( J p = J p =1*s 
2128 2256 

''2128 = 2256 = ° ' 

Without low energy 
scat ter ing X^Q = 598.880 CL = 0 . 

- " - 2128 UeV/c 2 peak Л58 = ?*• 792 CL = 0.0577 

- " - 2256 X& = "5.900 CL = 0.0101 

- " - p o t e n t i a l 
s ca t t er ing X$7 = 103.986 CL = 0.0004 

- " - noninteracting/1 
and P background 

X57 = 70.756 CL . 0 .11 

-"- Лр-Z'p X5? - 98.224 CL = 0.0005 
-«- £Ы-*ЛР X\7 ж 80.000 CL ж 0.0048 
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The analysis of Лр effective mass spectra le»ds us to tha 
following conclusiono. 

1. The peak near the /1p threshold is due to the negative 
S-wave scattering length effect at Ion energy. This excludes the 
possibility of the existence of Лр hound states. In unsuccessful 
up to поя search for the A - hyperdeuteron confirms this result. 
The necessity of negative sign of the S-wave scattering length 
was proved by starting the fitting procedure at a positive scat
tering length value. The minimum has been reached only at negati
ve sign values. When the error o£ the positive starting scattering 
length was set very small, the ХцгХп decreased tending to sa
turation at about 300 and Z^>10 f. But for larger errors, the Лр 
scattering length suddenly changed the sign to the negative one and 
X reached the miniaum of ХзС"®? a n d ^ *»**'' f o r o n e " a n d 

kwo-ргоton and one-proton events respectively. 
2. The peak at 2128 UeV/c 2, Г < 3 BeV/c 2, J p > 0 + may be due 

to a number of effects, first, it can be due to the resonance in 
the Лр elastic scattering channel at a o.m.s. energy of 2128 
ifeV/c . Then in view of the proximity of this mass to the ИЫ 
threshold it can be a manifestation of the £ N antibound state 
pole in the amplitude of the reaction £TN-*"/Ap close to its 
threshold, i.e., at Infinitesimal relative momenta. Finally, the 
peak at 2128 MeV/c can be a manifestation of both above effects 
if the coupling between the elastic and inelastic scattering chan
nels is essential. 

о 
3. The enhancement near 2184 HeV/c la due to the effect of 

Zti-*-Ap conversion at large relative momenta. As is seen from 
fig.3, this enhancement, modelled for K~D-interaetlona at p _ =0 
and 1.5 GeV/c and for our case, moves with Increasing energy from 
21*3 MeV/c2 at F = О to 2184 Me7/c 2 at < P n > =. ?.0 Ge7/e Inces
santly broadening. 

This circumstance completely rules out the possibility of 
klnematical orgin of the 2128 IteV/c peak. Moreover, the "shoul
der1* at 2138 HeV/c 2 observed In the Лр effective mass spectrum 
in «he K~D -•• ЛрЗГ~ reaction initiated by stopping sT-mesonm' 
may be well due to the asm* klnematioal effect as seen in fig,3> 
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<f. Ho threshold effects can account for the 2256 MeY/c 
peak because such a mechanism would need the existence of a new 
hyperon with a mass of 1318 MeT/c and S* - 1 unobserved up to 
now. 

The only possible Interpretation of the 2256 MeV/o peak is 
the Лр resonance in the elastic scattering ebannel at 1120 
MeT/o in the proton rest system. 
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Let us note that, unlike the first two peaks confirmed in a 
series of K~D experiments'2 , the peak at 225o MeV/c could 
not be found in these experiments, from our point of view, by the 
following reasons. Firstly, Л - hyperons produced in the reac
tion £~n -»AJT" are emitted predominantly in the backward he
misphere of the cm. s., and therefore their momenta in the labo
ratory are aainly smaller than the resonance one. Moreover,such 
a high momentum could be attained only in one of all K~D expe
riments performed up to now . Secondly, the collision of not 
many fast lambdas with the remaining protons is Improbable be
cause these hyperons are emitted in the forward hemisphere both 
in the cm. and In the laboratory systems. Thereby their colli
sions with protons need strong spatial correlations of nucleons 
in the deuteron. The two-nucleon absorption of K~-mesons 
K~D —>yNmJ?, m = 0,1,2... seems kinematicully more advanta
geous for the creation of higher mass resonances. But the requi
rements of spatial correlations should be no lees if no more ri
gid what inevitably reduces the magnitude of the effective cross 
section. 

In our case the maximum of a broad momentum spectrum of Л -
hyperons created in the reaction n С -* /Amp... at ^P n^ = 7.0 
QeV/c is close to a 1.0 GeV/c momentum. I'heae lambdas with a 
much higher probability can interact with one of six protons of 1? the С nucleuB which practically does not correlate with the 
target nucleon on which the hyperon has been created. 

In 3i 0 collisions at 4.0 GeV/c the maximum of the hype
ron momentum spectrum is close to 0.5 GeT/c This means that the 
spectrum is poorer la momenta close to a resonance momentum of 
1.120 GeV/c (2256 UeV/c2 peak) but it is richer in momenta close 

о 
to 0.620 GeV/c which corresponds to the 2128 MeV/e resonance 
peak. It la natural, from this point of view, that the 212S UeV/c2 

1? peak is much more intensive than in n С interactions, and the 
peak at 2256 UeV/c2 is degenerated into "shoulder" (fig. 4). 
Besides, the momentum spectra of С and Z." -hyperons created 
in JT'tJ interactions in the laboratory system are much more rich 
in slow particles than the corresponding speotra from aS interac
tions at 7*0 GeV/c. therefore the contribution of the very alow 
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+ 2 
£ - hyperon conversion mechanism to the 2128 BeV/o peak In 
ЗГ-Ч20 

Is larger than in n^C Interactions, i.e.! there exists 
one more reason for a higher intensity of the 2128 MeV/c peak 
in Я " 1 2 С in comparison with that in -interactions. 

5. One of the fundamentals of the model''*'- tae possibi
lity to describe the Л p elastic scattering in the region of 
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О < P S 2.0 GeV/c relative momenta as a sum of four effective 
cross sections for potential, low energy and two resonance elastic 
scattering processes, formula (1), - well agrees with experiment. 
In fig.5 the crosses represent the measured Лр elastic scatte
ring effective cross sections /7 -Ю/ . The solid line is the cal
culated Л р elastic scattering cross section using the best fit 
Torameters. And the circles are the same cross sections averaged 
over the same momentum intervals as in experiments' . Ave
raging of the peat at 0.620 MeV/c over 0.6 - 0.7 GeV/c corres
ponds to averaging over the 22 MeV/c maes interval at a resonan
ce width of 1-3 UeV/c . Рог the peak at 1.120 GeV/c the corres
ponding values are 1.0 - 1.2 GeV/c and 58 MeV/c2 at Г< 15 MeV/c? 
Nevertheless, the spikes of the effective cr;ss section at the 
corresponding momenta are observed. The calculated cross sections 
averaged over the momentum intervals eorrespond to the -pikes and 
are denoted by circles. The spike corresponding to the 2£56 MeV/c^ 
peak is confirmed in the recent paper on Л р elastic scattering'10^ 

6. We see that the considered realistic model, taking into 
A 12 

account the formation of 1 p systems in n С interactions, per
mitted us to extract from the effective mass spectra more detai
led information about the dependence of the Лр elastic scat
tering effective cross section on energy than that obtained in 
direct measurements by the present time. Thus, in the absence of 1? monoenergetic beams of unstable particleB the С nucleue can 
serve as a high density target for studying their scattering on 
nucleons. Correspondingly, a propane bubble chamber can serve ав 
a detector of these processes. 

But using heavier nuclei as a target, one should expect a 
heavy smearing of peaks up to their complete dissappeareoce due 
to much larger probabilities of intranuclear rescatterings of the 
Лр - resonance decay products - lambdas and protons. These consi
derations have been confirmed by the authors of paper /17/ devoted 
to as investigation of the Лр effective mass spectra in K~-me-
son collisions at 2.1 GeV/c with Л20, 1 9 Р , 7 9 - 8 1 B r nuclei in the 
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RHL/UCL bubble chamber filled with a propane - heavy freon mix
ture. Neither of the enhancements found in all other works has 
been observed by these authors. 

The statistical significance of peaks found in effective 
mass spectra is a question of principle importance but it cannot 
be strictly solved yet because of the absence of the theory of 
strong interactions. At the present time it can be answered only 
crudely in the frame of a definite model. Thus, the significance 
of the peak at 2256 MeV/c*" froa one- and two-proton events 1з de
fined by 5.12 s.d. over the backrgouuci which represents the sum
mary effect of all intranuclear processes (see the lower part of 
fig.2) except the hypothetical Breit-JVigner resonance searched 
for at this mass (see the dotted histogram in the peak region in 
fig.2), In this case the confidence level, according to paper^ 
is CL= 5.62*10 . The significance of the зате peak from one-
proton events estimated in the same way is 4-. 37 s.d. (fig-b), GL 
being 1.5*10 . But it seems promising to get rid of a conside
rable part of the background selecting only the events which 
could not be produced by an 11 GeV/c neutron (maximum momentum 
of protons circulating in the machine) on a free proton. Рог this 
purpose out of all 1108 one-proton events only those have been 
selected for which the cos of the Ap system emission angle was 
smaller than that of the maximal emission angle of the syBtem, 
with mass (Мд + 1L) producod by an 11 GeV/c neutron on a free 
proton in the three-particle final state reaction np -+• Л К°р. 
The effective mass spectrum of 492 events survived after selec
tion is shown in fig.7. The significance is defined by 5.68 s.d. 
over the background (solid line drawn by band) with a confidence 
level of 1.87-10~7 / 1 8 / . 

In the Лр mass spectrum from 3t" *"0 interactions only the 
background created in Intranuclear cascade proсевsea has been 
considered. It was imitated by the effective mass spectrum ob
tained froa chance combinations of A - hyperons from the most 
important ЗГ'р channels weighted over the channel cross sections 
with protons from the main etati ulos. The statistical signifi
cance of events in the enhancement above this background is defi-
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2. METHOD OF INVESTIGATION 

The photographs of the xenon bubble chamber of the 
volume 100x40x40 cm3 irradiated along its big axis 
in 3.5 GeV/c negative pion beam were scanned in order 
to select the pion-nuclei collisions with zero and one 
secondary pion and arbitrary numbers of fast protons. 

Nearly 100% registration efficiency of the neutral 
pions in their total energy range, and about 100% effec
tiveness of identification of practically all positive pions, 
taking into account the sequence of the tracks of their 
decay products, give the possibility of stating that the 
events singled out are in fact the cases of the proton 
emission without multiparticle production. 

In all events selected the energies of protons were 
estimated with an accuracy of 1-10%, by measuring the 
track lengths, and thei r emission angles were measured 
with an accuracy of about 1-8°. In most cases the ave
rage accuracy of the emission angle measurement is 
nearly 3° and that of energy estimation, almost 4%. 

More information concerning the method of investi
gation of pion-nuclei collisions registered in xenon bubble 
chamber are published in our other papers 3,4/, 

3. EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

A sample of 283 events with one secondary pion and 
35 events with zero secondary pions were singled out from 
the total number 2800 of the pion-nuclei collisions. 

The proton multiplicity distribution in all the 318 
events is shown in fig. 2a; similarly, the proton distri
bution according to multiplicities in the events without 
secondary pions is presented in fig. 2b. 

The energy spectra of protons, in total number of 
events with one and zero secondary pions, and separa
tely in the events with zero secondary pions, are pre
sented in fig. 3. 

The angular characteristics of the fast protons emitted 
are shown in figs. 4,5 and 6. In fig. 4 the distribution of 
proton emission angles is drawn. In fig. 5 the distribution 
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ned by 4.42 s.d. and CL = 1,33-10 . A possible presence of other /12/ resonances such as those predicted in paper' ' makes the above 
correct estimates cf statistical significance more difficult. 

Let us state that the statistical significance of the 2256 
MeV/c2 

n 1 20 interactions at ^Pn.)= 
collisions st 4.0 GeV/c (4.42 s.d.) and in the Лр elastic scat
tering effective cross sectionП»10' . Thus , with good reason 
this peak is considered to be statistically significant and is 
due to the Лр i'eronance at 2256 MeV/c . 

7. Crude estimates of the production effective cross sec
tions in n 1 2C collisions of the 2256 and 2128 MeV/c2 res-nances 
turned out to be (85.3+20) ub and (22.0+7.0) ub, respectively. 

According to our model, the formation effective cross sec
tion of the 2256 MeV/c resonance in the Лр elastic scattering 
channel is given by the expression 

#f(2256) = 5.3 (2^ р+ 1) mb. 
The formation effective cross section of the 2128 MeV/c resonan
ce in the Лр elastic scattering channel, if it is formed only 
via this channel, is equal to 47 mb for J p s 1+(fig.5). 

лр 

8. Our analysis shows that all enhancements observed in ЛР 
effective mass spectra, whether they are of resonance nature or 
not, are due to hyperon-nucleon interactions in the final state. 
But one can imagine another mechanism of multibaryon (B ̂  2) re
sonance formation which will be discussed below. 

9. The average range of the Лр interaction force R , de
termined in this experiment is within the expected limits. 

10. The low energy ЛЛ , like the Лр scattering length is 
estimated to be of negative sign ' l e -J'. This fact possibly rules 
out the existence of the predicted' ' bound dilambda state. 
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Multibaryon Resonances are Ultra High Density. 
Sunerstrange Objects. 

For the following it is important to clear up possible me
chanisms of creation of these resonances. Let us compare a nu_oer 
of facts. 

1. The ^p, Л/i , /[/[p resonanct production effective cross 
sections #p£ (2256) = (85.3+20.0) ub, Л ^ (2365) =(24.2+7.0) 
H b/1m,n/ a n d дЛЛр (ззез^^б^+г.г) ub/1ra.D/ d l m r b y l e s s 

than one order of magnitude in п С collielons at ( p
n) = 7 - c 

GeV/c. 
2. The Fermi gas model of nuclei cannot ensure the creation 

of multibaryon resonances of В > 2 with sensible probabilities. 
3. The /tp (figs 2,4,6,7), ЛЛ and /Ир'1"'' effective 

mass spectra reveal peaks and spikes at almost all predicted 1 1 » 1 2 / 
resonance mass values. 

These facts suggest that apart from the considered above 
there should exist a second mechanism wK -h can be either comp
lementary or alternative to the first one depending on experimen
tal conditions. We mean the hyperonization of highly compressed 
nuclear matter. Such phase transitions are possible in collicions 
of ralativlstic particles and nuclei with nuclei. The form and 
the contribution of the background in this case will substantial
ly differ from the ones estimated above. This means that all 
above estimates of statistical significance are very conventio
nal and even perhaps incorrect because of our ignorance of the 
strong interaction theory and the mechanism of multibaryon reso
nance production. 

A relativistic particle (oi- a nucleus) at cp=(8-10) GeV/n 
penetrating at small impact parameters into a nucleus, even into 
a light one like ^3, may produce a rather high compression of 
nuclear matter in a time interval about an order of magnitude 
shorter than the mean lifetime of а Г~10 MeV/c wide multiba
ryon resonance. The compressed nuclear matter UP? become a source 
of secondary particles'22/. If the relativistic nuclear fluid dy
namics'2-9' were applicable to our case, then the maximal compres
sion would achieve n/nQ= 14-18, where n Q is the normal nuclear 
matter density. This would be far enough for a partial hyperoni
zation of the compressed nuclear matter providing thus a snail 
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number of dilambda states. Moreover, this possible mechanism 
could ensure di- and multibaryon, especially multihyperon, reso
nance formation, J£ multibaryon resonances could be formed via 
only two possible mechanisms: nuclear matter compression and fi
nal sate hyperon-nucleon resonant interaction, then the possible 
tribaryon ЛЛд resonance would be formed only via the first one, 
predominantly in central collisions, whereas the Л p and ЛЛ re
sonances could be formed via both mechanisms. 

The occurrence of a definite mechanism for dibaryon resonan
ce production should depend on the magnitude of the impact para
meter occurred in the collision act. 

The above remarkable proximity of the di- and tribaryon re
sonance production effective cross sections proves an important 
role of the compression mechanism. Most probably, multibaryon re
sonances (B>2) can be created practically only via this mecha
nism. 

The detection of enchancements at almost all the predicted 
Лр, ЛЛ and ЛЛд resonance mass values/ 1 1i 1 2/, the forms of the 
/1p (figs 2,4,6,7), ЛЛ and ЛЛ-д effective mass spectra them

selves shown in figs 1 and 2 of' ' suggest that the compression 
mechanism at certain conditions can excite practically only pure 
resonant multibaryon states with negligibly snail contribution of non-
resonant background states. The background due to the adjacent 
resonances attain about 30£ of both ЛЛ 2365.3 MeV/c and ЛЛр 
3568.3 MeV/c2 peaks. The significance of the ЛЛр peak is defi
ned then by 4.5 s.d. with C.L.=6.10--', whereas the significance 
of the ЛЛ peak is defined by 6.0 s.d. and with C.L.=1.8-10"8. 
The significance of the Л р 2256 MeV/o peak would be even 
higher. 

Multibaryon resonances formed via the compression mechanism 
in light nuclei survive the ultra-high density short lifetime en
vironment and decay if fast enough in free or if slow in a ra
ther rarefied nuclear matter without substantial rescattering of 
resonance decay products. Thus, multibaryon resonances produced 
in light nuclei are detectable. In the extreme case of very light 
nuclei such as deutron or helium, this mechanism should be very 
improbable. Perhaps, this reason together with that discussed 
in' m' n' could explain the absence of the 2256 MeV/c2 peak in 
the Л р spectra from the K~d experiments 1г~ь1. in the contro-
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verslal extreme case of heavy nuclei such as Br or Pt the ultra
high density states could exist during the time intervals compa
rable to multibaryon mean lifetimes. On the other hand, in this 
case the dimensions of the compressed nuclear matter volume should 
b'j larger than in light ( 0) nuclei. These reasons result in 
heavy rescattering of resonance decay products smearing out the 
peaks in the Л р and лл spectra from the heavy liquid bubble 
chamber experiment' 1 7» 1 9' 2 0/ and the ЛЛ peak from the K~Pt ex
periment' 2 1/. 

Thus, we state the following: 
1. The formation of all hadronic resonances, including the 

multibaryon ones, is governed by the hypercharge selection 
rule ~a' % "The hypercharge of hadronic resonances cannot exceed 
one (1^1)". This rule governs the above phase transition also. 

2. The narrowness of the discovered Лр, ЛЛ and ЛЛр 
resonances is a direct experimental demonstration that they are 
single multibaryon hadron states. But hadron states require the 
geometrical volume of all hadrons, including the multibaryon re-
son- "-!•„ (B>1), to be a universal constant. The quark confine
ment, asymptotic freedom and infrared slavery concepts are the 
manifestations of this fact. 

Thus, at the same time multibaryon resonances are ultra-high 
density, superstrange objects or states of hadronic matter. 

In terrestrial conditions, high pressures and compressions 
of the nuclear matter can he attained bombarding nuclei with re-
lativistic particles and nuclei. The droplets of ultra-high den
sity hadron matter, multibaryon or multihyperon resonances thus 
obtained, can live at most 10 - 10~ sec in the absence of 
corresponding external pressures. Thus, the most direct way to 
detect ultra-high density states in laboratory conditions is the 
detection of multibaryon resonances* Other ways seem to be hoper-
less. 

In conclusion we note that the exciting program of study of 
multibaryon resonances and ultra-high density superatrange sta
tes requires machines, accelerating heavy ions up to tens of 
GeV/n or even higher energies, because both the hyperon produc
tion effective cross section and the hyperooizatloQ via the com
pression of the nuclear matter increase with the energy of bom
barding projectiles. 

Authors express their deep gratitude to Prof.i.H.Baldin for 
his continioua Interest and support of this work. 
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